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▪ not taking sides in the (religious) pro- and contra-RIS fights

▪ this work:
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6G: more than communications

the 5G triangle was about communications

this triangle is about to be augmented in 6G
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eMBB

mMTCURLLC

localization sensing

intelligence

learning
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physical layer

link/MAC

network and up

communication 
systems

6G augments the design space for communications

level A:
technical problem

of correct transmission

level B:
semantic problem

level C:
effectiveness problem

Shannon-
Weaver

semantic and 

goal-oriented 

communications
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augmenting the design space for communications

layer 0: 

controlled propagation

Renzo, M.D., Debbah, M., Phan-Huy, D.T., Zappone, A., Alouini, M.S., Yuen, C., Sciancalepore, V., 

Alexandropoulos, G.C., Hoydis, J., Gacanin, H. and Rosny, J.D., 2019. Smart radio environments 

empowered by reconfigurable AI meta-surfaces: An idea whose time has come. EURASIP Journal 

on Wireless Communications and Networking, 2019(1), pp.1-20.



▪ linearity
in a static environment, 
frequency spectrum is 
determined by the transmitter

▪ reciprocity
at a given frequency the channel is invariant 
if Tx/Rx roles are swapped
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wireless propagation environment so far

frequency𝑓0

time

time

Tx

Rx
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▪ passive
signal power decays with distance, 
relays can partially repair this loss

▪ lack of real-time control
the wireless channel is an 
uncontrollable, external factor
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wireless propagation environment so far
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OFDM

▪ take advantage of 
uncontrollable superposition of paths

massive MIMO

▪ take advantage of reciprocity 
to estimate channel 
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how to send in a traditional propagation environment

time

frequency f1 frequency f2

delay 

spread

P. Popovski. Wireless Connectivity: An Intuitive and Fundamental Guide. John Wiley & Sons, 2020.
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reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)

E. Björnson, H. Wymeersch, B. Matthiesen, P. Popovski, L. Sanguinetti and E. de Carvalho, "Reconfigurable 

Intelligent Surfaces: A signal processing perspective with wireless applications," 

IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, vol. 39, no. 2, pp. 135-158, March 2022

▪ programmable control of a fraction of the propagation paths

▪ generally, the objective in communication is to 
cause constructive interference where desirable

▪ the objective in localization is to provide additional spatial references

▪ the objective in sensing is to provide controlled diversity of the sensing inputs
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14

Sensing

Collection of closely spaced tiny antenna elements over a large surface

Provides a high resolution image of the propagation environment



RIS basics

RIS promises

▪ low-cost implementation

▪ low power consumption

▪ boosted coverage

▪ improved sensing and positioning

large number of works on:
rate analysis, beamforming, resource optimization, channel estimation, …

less discussed question: 
how to materialize the RIS promises by 
taking into account the impact of the control channel
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RIS versus relay

▪ in-band control channel: affected by RIS operation

▪ out-of-band control channel: not affected by RIS operation
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data and control flows

▪ data flow: UE transmits the payload towards the BS through the RIS

▪ control flow: the BS needs to inform the RIS controller (RISC) 
and the UE to perform the correct action
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F. Saggese, V. Croisfelt, R. Kotaba,  K. Stylianopoulos, G. C. Alexandropoulos, P. Popovski, “On the Impact of 

Control Signaling in RIS-Empowered Wireless Communications”, arXiv:2303.16797, October 2023

uplink scenario

single-antenna BS 

a single-antenna UE

a fully-reflective RIS 

BS-UE path is blocked. data flow control flow
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data and control flows

▪ data flow: UE transmits the payload towards the BS through the RIS

▪ control flow: the BS needs to inform the RIS controller (RISC) 
and the UE to perform the correct action
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the RIS loads a configuration able 

to let UE communicate to the BS at the SNR of

F. Saggese, V. Croisfelt, R. Kotaba,  K. Stylianopoulos, G. C. Alexandropoulos, P. Popovski, 

“On the Impact of Control Signaling in RIS-Empowered Wireless Communications”, 

arXiv:2303.16797, October 2023

data flow
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data and control flows

▪ data flow: UE transmits the payload towards the BS through the RIS

▪ control flow: the BS needs to inform the RIS controller (RISC) 
and the UE to perform the correct action

the BS informs:

▪ the UE to prepare payload 
and send it over the UE-CC

▪ the RISC to load the right configuration 
over the RIS-CC
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F. Saggese, V. Croisfelt, R. Kotaba,  K. Stylianopoulos, G. C. Alexandropoulos, P. Popovski, 

“On the Impact of Control Signaling in RIS-Empowered Wireless Communications”, 

arXiv:2303.16797, October 2023

control flow
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control channel types

RIS-CC:

▪ in-band (IB-CC): the physical resources employed by the data are 
employed by the RIS-CC and are affected by the RIS configuration.

▪ out-of-band (OB-CC): the physical resources are non-interfering, 
e.g. a cabled connection between the decision maker and the RISC.

UE-CC: 

▪ channel that is in-band (IB-CC) sharing the resources with data

as a default, the RISC loads a wideband ctrl configuration 
to ensure the control messages to reach the UE.
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F. Saggese, V. Croisfelt, R. Kotaba,  K. Stylianopoulos, G. C. Alexandropoulos, P. Popovski, 
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▪ 6G and basics of Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RIS)

▪ models for RIS access protocols

▪ random access protocol for RIS

▪ beyond the current RIS concept
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myriad of possible RIS protocols

▪ how can we capture the basic insights 
without going through many diffferent protocol designs?

back to wireless basics: the stochastic variability of wireless propagation leads to 
two principal transmission modes

▪ multiplexing: learn the instantaneous propagation conditions 
and adapt the transmission rate

▪ in RIS: estimate the conditions 
and create a channel to which rate is adapted 

▪ diversity: fix the rate and hope that the channel will support it

▪ in RIS: fix a rate and hope that 
some of the RIS configurations will support it. 
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two transmission paradigms



four general phases

▪ initialization: BS inform the RISC and the scheduled UE 
about the start of the new round of transmissions

▪ algorithmic: encompasses the processes 
and computations to optimize data transmission. 
objective: determine the appropriate configuration for the RIS, 
and/or transmission parameters.

▪ setup: the appropriate transmission parameters 
are communicated to the RISC and UE

▪ payload: the actual data transmissions take place

20ELLIIT @ Lund, Sweden, Nov 9, 2023

generalized protocol structure for RIS

everything must be done in a coherence block!
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two protocol models

optimization based on 
channel estimation (OPT-CE)

codebook-based beam sweeping 
(CB-BSW)

multiplexing diversity
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optimization based on channel estimation (OPT-CE)

optimization based on 
channel estimation (OPT-CE)

multiplexing

■ estimate the channel 
■ obtain the optimal 

configuration
■ estimated SNR is

■ set the transmission SE to
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codebook-based beam sweeping (CB-BSW)

codebook-based beam sweeping 
(CB-BSW)

diversity

■ set the target SNR (KPI) 

■ the transmission SE is

■ find the configuration for the KPI



▪ spectral efficiency of data transmission cannot be considered as a fair term 
of comparison, as the schemes have a different protocol structure

▪ instead, we look at the net throughput 
by considering the time during which payload is sent:

the actual times depend on the protocol structure
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comparison metric

frame duration

initialization phase duration

algorithmic phase duration

setup phase duration

8

In this expression, ⌘= ⌘CE in (11) or ⌘= ⌘CB in (14) if

OPT-CE or CB-BSW is respectively employed, ⌧pay is the

duration of the payload phase, and ⌧is the overall frame

duration. The overall overhead time is the sum of the time

to carry out the Initialization, Algorithmic, and Setup phases,

denoted as⌧ini , ⌧alg, and ⌧set , respectively9. Accordingly, the

payload time can be written as⌧pay = ⌧− ⌧ini − ⌧alg − ⌧set .

While the overall frame length is fixed, the overhead time

depends on the transmission paradigm, being afunction of: the

duration of a pilot, ⌧p, and the number of replicas transmitted;

the optimization time, ⌧A ; and the time to control the RIS,

composed of the time employed for the transmission of the

control packets to the UE (RISC), ⌧(u)
i (⌧( r )

i ), and the time

needed by the RIS to switch configuration, ⌧s.

Regarding the reliability of the CCs, we denote as P =

Pu + Pr the total number of control packets needed to let

a communication paradigm work, where Pu and Pr are the

numbers of control packets intended for the UE and the RISC,

respectively. Whenever one of such packets is erroneously

decoded or lost, an event of erroneous control occurs. We

assume that these events are independent of each other (and of

thealgorithmic errors). Wedenote theprobability of erroneous

control on the packet i toward entity k 2 { u, r } as p
(k)
i , with

i 2 { 1, . . . , Pk } and k 2 { u, r } . Erroneous controls may influ-

ence the overhead time and the communication performance:

the RIS configuration might change unpredictably10, leading

to a degradation of the performance, or worse, letting the data

transmission fail. While losing a single control packet may

be tolerable depending on its content, we assume all control

packetsmust bereceived correctly to makethecommunication

successful. In other words, no erroneous control event is

allowed. Consequently, the probability of correct control is

pcc =
Y

k2 { u,r }

PkY

i = 1

⇣
1− p

(k )
i

⌘
. (24)

We can include the control reliability in the communication

performance, taking into account the probability of correct

control in the goodput metric in (23). By assuming that the

control and algorithmic errors are independent, the goodput is

re-expressed as follows:

R(⌧pay ,⌘) =

(
⌧p ay

⌧ Bd ⌘, with prob. pcc(1− pae),

0, with prob. 1− pcc(1− pae),
(25)

Hence, the performance of the considered RIS-enabled com-

munication system can be described by averaging R w.r.t. the

control, obtaining the following utility function:

U(⌧pay ,⌘) = pcc(1− pae)
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(c) CB-BSW: flexible frame structure

Fig. 3: Framestructure for thecommunication paradigmsunder study.
Packets colored in blue and in yellow have DL and UL directions,
respectively. Remark that INI-R (SET-R) packet and its feedback (fb)
are sent at the same time as the INI-U (SET-U), but on different
resources, if OB-CC is present (dashed lines).

B. Overhead evaluation

Following thedescription of Section III, wepresent in Fig. 3

the frame structures of the two considered communication

paradigms used to evaluate the induced overhead, where the

rows represent the time horizon of the packets traveling on

the different channels (first three rows) and the configuration

loading time at the RISC (last row). The time horizon is ob-

tained assuming that all the operations span multiple numbers

of transmission time intervals (TTIs), each of duration of T

seconds with d⌧/ Te 2 N being the total number of TTIs in

a frame. At the beginning of each TTI, if the RISC loads a

new configuration, the first ⌧s seconds of data might be lost

due to the unpredictable response of the channel during this

switching period. When needed, weconsider aguard period of

⌧s seconds in the overhead evaluation to avoid data disruption.

Remember that the RISC loads the ctrl configuration any time

it is in an idle state, i.e., at the beginning of the Initialization

and Setup phases.

In Fig. 3, we note that the overhead generated by the

Initialization and Setup phases is transmission paradigm inde-

pendent11, while it isCC dependent. Both paradigms makeuse

of P = 4 control packets, Pu = 2 control packets sent on the

UE-CC and Pr = 2 on RIS-CC. Nevertheless, employing an

OB-RIS-CC can reduce the overhead by transmitting the RIS

control packets through orthogonal resources. On the other

hand, the Algorithmic phase overhead is CC independent and

transmission paradigm dependent, being designed to achieve

9We remark that the overhead time directly impacts on the latency experi-
enced by the UE: given a fixed frame duration, a higher overhead translates
into a lower time opportunity for the Payload phase, reducing the transmitted
data in each slot, and hence, increasing the overall latency.

10In our scenario, if the control packet is not received, the RISC will load
the ctrl configuration, i.e., a predictable configuration change. However, if the
RISC receives, but incorrectly decodes, a control packet, the BS cannot know
which configuration, if any, will be loaded.

11The reliability is still dependent on the paradigm (see Section IV-C).
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frame structure for multiplexing OPT-CE

setup of the UE

setup of the RIS

(not needed if OB-CC)

T is the time length of a TTI

8

In this expression, ⌘= ⌘CE in (11) or ⌘= ⌘CB in (14) if

OPT-CE or CB-BSW is respectively employed, ⌧pay is the

duration of the payload phase, and ⌧is the overall frame

duration. The overall overhead time is the sum of the time

to carry out the Initialization, Algorithmic, and Setup phases,

denoted as ⌧ini , ⌧alg, and ⌧set , respectively9. Accordingly, the

payload time can be written as ⌧pay = ⌧− ⌧ini − ⌧alg − ⌧set .

While the overall frame length is fixed, the overhead time

depends on the transmission paradigm, being a function of: the

duration of a pilot, ⌧p, and the number of replicas transmitted;

the optimization time, ⌧A ; and the time to control the RIS,

composed of the time employed for the transmission of the

control packets to the UE (RISC), ⌧(u )
i (⌧( r )

i ), and the time

needed by the RIS to switch configuration, ⌧s.

Regarding the reliability of the CCs, we denote as P =

Pu + Pr the total number of control packets needed to let

a communication paradigm work, where Pu and Pr are the

numbers of control packets intended for the UE and the RISC,

respectively. Whenever one of such packets is erroneously

decoded or lost, an event of erroneous control occurs. We

assume that these events are independent of each other (and of

the algorithmic errors). We denote the probability of erroneous

control on the packet i toward entity k 2 { u, r } as p
(k )
i , with

i 2 { 1, . . . , Pk } and k 2 { u, r } . Erroneous controls may influ-

ence the overhead time and the communication performance:

the RIS configuration might change unpredictably10, leading

to a degradation of the performance, or worse, letting the data

transmission fail. While losing a single control packet may

be tolerable depending on its content, we assume all control

packets must be received correctly to make the communication

successful. In other words, no erroneous control event is

allowed. Consequently, the probability of correct control is

pcc =
Y

k2 { u,r }

PkY

i = 1

⇣
1− p

(k )
i

⌘
. (24)

We can include the control reliability in the communication

performance, taking into account the probability of correct

control in the goodput metric in (23). By assuming that the

control and algorithmic errors are independent, the goodput is

re-expressed as follows:

R(⌧pay ,⌘) =

(
⌧p ay

⌧ Bd ⌘, with prob. pcc(1− pae),

0, with prob. 1− pcc(1− pae),
(25)

Hence, the performance of the considered RIS-enabled com-

munication system can be described by averaging R w.r.t. the

control, obtaining the following utility function:

U(⌧pay ,⌘) = pcc(1− pae)
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Fig. 3: Frame structure for thecommunication paradigms under study.
Packets colored in blue and in yellow have DL and UL directions,
respectively. Remark that INI-R (SET-R) packet and its feedback (fb)
are sent at the same time as the INI-U (SET-U), but on different
resources, if OB-CC is present (dashed lines).

B. Overhead evaluation

Following the description of Section III, we present in Fig. 3

the frame structures of the two considered communication

paradigms used to evaluate the induced overhead, where the

rows represent the time horizon of the packets traveling on

the different channels (first three rows) and the configuration

loading time at the RISC (last row). The time horizon is ob-

tained assuming that all the operations span multiple numbers

of transmission time intervals (TTIs), each of duration of T

seconds with d⌧/ Te 2 N being the total number of TTIs in

a frame. At the beginning of each TTI, if the RISC loads a

new configuration, the first ⌧s seconds of data might be lost

due to the unpredictable response of the channel during this

switching period. When needed, we consider a guard period of

⌧s seconds in the overhead evaluation to avoid data disruption.

Remember that the RISC loads the ctrl configuration any time

it is in an idle state, i.e., at the beginning of the Initialization

and Setup phases.

In Fig. 3, we note that the overhead generated by the

Initialization and Setup phases is transmission paradigm inde-

pendent11, while it is CC dependent. Both paradigms makeuse

of P = 4 control packets, Pu = 2 control packets sent on the

UE-CC and Pr = 2 on RIS-CC. Nevertheless, employing an

OB-RIS-CC can reduce the overhead by transmitting the RIS

control packets through orthogonal resources. On the other

hand, the Algorithmic phase overhead is CC independent and

transmission paradigm dependent, being designed to achieve

9We remark that the overhead time directly impacts on the latency experi-
enced by the UE: given a fixed frame duration, a higher overhead translates
into a lower time opportunity for the Payload phase, reducing the transmitted
data in each slot, and hence, increasing the overall latency.

10In our scenario, if the control packet is not received, the RISC will load
the ctrl configuration, i.e., a predictable configuration change. However, if the
RISC receives, but incorrectly decodes, a control packet, the BS cannot know
which configuration, if any, will be loaded.

11The reliability is still dependent on the paradigm (see Section IV-C).
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frame structure for outage CB-BSW (fixed)

8

In this expression, ⌘= ⌘CE in (11) or ⌘= ⌘CB in (14) if

OPT-CE or CB-BSW is respectively employed, ⌧pay is the

duration of the payload phase, and ⌧is the overall frame

duration. The overall overhead time is the sum of the time

to carry out the Initialization, Algorithmic, and Setup phases,

denoted as ⌧ini , ⌧alg, and ⌧set , respectively9. Accordingly, the

payload time can be written as ⌧pay = ⌧− ⌧ini − ⌧alg − ⌧set .

While the overall frame length is fixed, the overhead time

depends on the transmission paradigm, being a function of: the

duration of a pilot, ⌧p, and the number of replicas transmitted;

the optimization time, ⌧A ; and the time to control the RIS,

composed of the time employed for the transmission of the

control packets to the UE (RISC), ⌧(u )
i (⌧( r )

i ), and the time

needed by the RIS to switch configuration, ⌧s.

Regarding the reliability of the CCs, we denote as P =

Pu + Pr the total number of control packets needed to let

a communication paradigm work, where Pu and Pr are the

numbers of control packets intended for the UE and the RISC,

respectively. Whenever one of such packets is erroneously

decoded or lost, an event of erroneous control occurs. We

assume that these events are independent of each other (and of

the algorithmic errors). We denote the probability of erroneous

control on the packet i toward entity k 2 { u, r } as p
(k )
i , with

i 2 { 1, . . . , Pk } and k 2 { u, r } . Erroneous controls may influ-

ence the overhead time and the communication performance:

the RIS configuration might change unpredictably10, leading

to a degradation of the performance, or worse, letting the data

transmission fail. While losing a single control packet may

be tolerable depending on its content, we assume all control

packets must be received correctly to make the communication

successful. In other words, no erroneous control event is

allowed. Consequently, the probability of correct control is

pcc =
Y

k2 { u,r }

PkY

i = 1

⇣
1− p

(k )
i

⌘
. (24)

We can include the control reliability in the communication

performance, taking into account the probability of correct

control in the goodput metric in (23). By assuming that the

control and algorithmic errors are independent, the goodput is

re-expressed as follows:

R(⌧pay ,⌘) =

(
⌧p ay

⌧ Bd ⌘, with prob. pcc(1− pae),

0, with prob. 1− pcc(1− pae),
(25)

Hence, the performance of the considered RIS-enabled com-

munication system can be described by averaging R w.r.t. the

control, obtaining the following utility function:

U(⌧pay ,⌘) = pcc(1− pae)
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Fig. 3: Framestructure for thecommunication paradigms under study.
Packets colored in blue and in yellow have DL and UL directions,
respectively. Remark that INI-R (SET-R) packet and its feedback (fb)
are sent at the same time as the INI-U (SET-U), but on different
resources, if OB-CC is present (dashed lines).

B. Overhead evaluation

Following the description of Section III, wepresent in Fig. 3

the frame structures of the two considered communication

paradigms used to evaluate the induced overhead, where the

rows represent the time horizon of the packets traveling on

the different channels (first three rows) and the configuration

loading time at the RISC (last row). The time horizon is ob-

tained assuming that all the operations span multiple numbers

of transmission time intervals (TTIs), each of duration of T

seconds with d⌧/ Te 2 N being the total number of TTIs in

a frame. At the beginning of each TTI, if the RISC loads a

new configuration, the first ⌧s seconds of data might be lost

due to the unpredictable response of the channel during this

switching period. When needed, we consider a guard period of

⌧s seconds in the overhead evaluation to avoid data disruption.

Remember that the RISC loads the ctrl configuration any time

it is in an idle state, i.e., at the beginning of the Initialization

and Setup phases.

In Fig. 3, we note that the overhead generated by the

Initialization and Setup phases is transmission paradigm inde-

pendent11, while it is CC dependent. Both paradigms makeuse

of P = 4 control packets, Pu = 2 control packets sent on the

UE-CC and Pr = 2 on RIS-CC. Nevertheless, employing an

OB-RIS-CC can reduce the overhead by transmitting the RIS

control packets through orthogonal resources. On the other

hand, the Algorithmic phase overhead is CC independent and

transmission paradigm dependent, being designed to achieve

9We remark that the overhead time directly impacts on the latency experi-
enced by the UE: given a fixed frame duration, a higher overhead translates
into a lower time opportunity for the Payload phase, reducing the transmitted
data in each slot, and hence, increasing the overall latency.

10In our scenario, if the control packet is not received, the RISC will load
the ctrl configuration, i.e., a predictable configuration change. However, if the
RISC receives, but incorrectly decodes, a control packet, the BS cannot know
which configuration, if any, will be loaded.

11The reliability is still dependent on the paradigm (see Section IV-C).

fixed frame structure 

flexible frame structure 
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numerical illustration

CDF of the actual and estimated SNR 
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numerical illustration: goodput 12
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Fig. 7: Analysis of the goodput performance.
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Fig. 8: Analysis of the utility function vs. erroneous control proba-
bility for ⌧= 60 ms.

differences, and λ̄u = 10.5 dB is enough to provide the

target correct control probability in both cases. Fig. 9b shows

the pcc as a heatmap function of λ r and λu for the IB-CC

case. Only the region satisfying the pcc ≥ 0.99 is colored,

and the minimum SNRs λ̄ r and λ̄u needed are sketched. The

OPT-CE needs higher SNRs than CB-BSW due to the higher

information content of the control packets of the former. In

particular, the need to transmit the phase-shift of each RIS

element in the OPT-CE paradigm strongly impacts the overall

reliability (see (31)). Weremark that the performance provided

by the CCs should be satisfied simultaneously to achieve the

desired control reliability.

VI . TOWARD MORE ELABORATE CONTROL DESIGNS

The presented performance analysis framework paves the

way for the control signaling design and quantification of

more sophisticated RIS-empowered wireless systems. It can be

applied, for example, to multi-user wideband/OFDM commu-

nications [1], [2], by accounting for the subcarrier allocation

of the different control and payload messages. For this system

setup, the Algorithmic phase needs to also consider the re-

source allocation process, whose output should be signaled

to the UEs through a specific design of the Setup phase.

In addition, the current framework, by omitting, merging, or

repeating some of its general phases, can set the basis for

the control design in RIS-assisted networks with a multi-

antenna BS and multi-antenna UEs, and smart wireless en-

vironments with multiple, possibly machine learning orches-
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Fig. 9: Impact of the CC SNR on the reliability performance.

trated, RISs [37], as well as shared RISs among multiple

communications pairs [4]. Of late interest are also multi-

functional RISs [9], and especially those possessing sensing

capabilities [14], which may provide higher flexibility for

efficient control signaling designs [38].

We next elaborate in more detail on the case where the

BS is equipped with multiple antennas and there exists the

possibility of a weak direct link between itself and the UE. For

the OPT-CE communication paradigm, the RIS configuration

and the BS combiner can be jointly optimized [2], at the

cost, of course, of a larger CE overhead and complexity, as

well as larger algorithmic complexity. It is noted, however,

that the increased beamforming gain from the multiple BS

antennas might lead to cases where the BS-UE link is sat-

isfactory, implying that the RIS deployment can be avoided,

reducing the control overhead. For this mode to be realized,

the operation protocol needs to enable, for example, the

separate estimation of the UE-RIS-BS and UE-BS channels,

via activation/deactivation of the RIS panel, as well as a

relevant action during the Initialization phase. There exist

various modes of operation when the CB-BSW paradigm

is adopted. One is to perform BSW at the BS during the

Initialization phase, together with BSW at the RIS, again at

a cost of a larger overhead for both the fixed and flexible

frame structures. Alternatively, to reduce the control signaling

overhead, the BS combiner can be designed to solely match

its channel with the RIS, or that with the UE if the RIS can be

avoided, as discussed in the OPT-CE paradigm. One way to

achieve the former is to capitalize on the common assumption

that the RIS is placed such that there exists a strong line-

of-sight with the BS [5]. In this way, the BS may adopt the

reception configuration closest to maximal ratio combining.

When the RIS can be avoided, the BS combiner can be

similarly designed, now for the channel towards the UE - this

operational mode can be decided similarly to the respective

OPT-CE case.

It is finally noted that the two presented communication

paradigms, namely OPT-CE and CB-BSW, can becombined to
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beam sweeping protocol for multiple users

■ multiple uncoordinated UEs 
■ no explicit channel estimation
■ no explicit phase optimization

A codebook-based sweeping procedure
can solve the problem

V. Croisfelt, F. Saggese, I. Leyva-Mayorga, R. Kotaba, G. Gradoni and P. Popovski, "Random Access Protocol with Channel Oracle 

Enabled by a Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface," in IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, doi: 10.1109/TWC.2023.3268765.
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beam sweeping protocol for multiple users

sweeping: the RIS periodically loads configuration from a pre-determine codebook

Downlink training phase: RIS sweeps; UEs measure 
their channel qualities with respect to the different 
configurations.

Uplink access phase: RIS sweeps; UEs try to access 
the network based on access policies.
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numerical illustration

performance trade-off: RIS-based 
policies improve access at the cost of 
relying on a training phase

can we spend less time 

on the training phase?
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introducing the oracle

the oracle predicts the access codebook from the training one!

V. Croisfelt, F. Saggese, I. Leyva-Mayorga, R. Kotaba, G. Gradoni and P. Popovski, "Random Access Protocol with Channel Oracle 

Enabled by a Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface," in IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, doi: 

10.1109/TWC.2023.3268765.
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Fig. 2: Time diagram of the proposed RIS-assisted RA protocol. The RIS-
C denotes the RIS controller, which is connected to the AP via the CC.
Operations occur sequentially in time following the top-down direction. The
protocol is comprised of two modules: channel oracle and access. During the
channel oracle, the AP sends pilots, while the RIS sweeps through a set of
configurations co; this enables the UE to learn a model ẐDL

:
= 5̂: ( \ DL

A ).

During access, the UE exploits 5̂: to design access policies so that they can
choose when to send packets, while the RIS sweeps again through another set
of configurations ac. The red arrow illustrates a collision since hypothetically
another UE decided to send a packet during the same access configuration.

I I I . PROPOSED RIS-A SSISTED RANDOM ACCESS

PROTOCOL

In this section, we present the proposed RIS-assisted RA

protocol illustrated in Fig. 2. The structure of the protocol is

composed of two independent modules: . Channel Oracle

and ⌫. Access. Inspired by the carrier sensing approach [13],

[14], the basic idea of our protocol is that each UE can learn a

model on how its channel coefficient varies over the reflected

angular space spanned by the channel control offered by the

RIS. The role of the channel oracle module is to specify how

this learning task occurs in a distributed manner since the

control of the RIS is owned by the AP and not by the UEs.

By using the output of the channel oracle, the access module

then specifies how the UEs attempt to transmit their packets

to the AP over the multiaccess channel when considering

that the AP is unaware of any prior information regarding

the UEs and again owns the control of the RIS. We note

that the access module depends on the output of the channel

oracle module, otherwise, the UEs would not benefit from

the environment control brought by the RIS. In this case, the

access module could be simply replaced by legacy protocols,

such as S-ALOHA [13], [14]. Moreover, one should keep in

mind that the access module is realized much more often than

the channel oracle one in practice. More practical details of

the protocol can be seen in Section VI. Below we give an

overview of the protocol modules and introduce performance

metrics.

A. Channel Oracle

Mathematically, the channel oracle at theUE’s side consists

of each UE : learning a model 5̂: : [0, c / 2] 7! C of the

channel such that ẐDL

:
= 5̂: (\ DL

A ), where the input is a DL

reflection angle \ DL
A and the output is the DL estimated channel

coefficient ẐDL

:
, for : 2 K . In order for the UEs to be able to

learn such a model, they need to obtain some input data by

sampling the reflected angular space. This sampling could be

done by changing the RIS configurations over slots. However,

the control of the RIS is exercised by the AP and not by

the UEs, thus characterizing a distributed learning problem.

Hence, since the AP is in charge of the sampling process,

the AP needs to meticulously design the minimum set of

configurations so that the UEs are able to properly obtain

the models 5̂: up to a considerably low error bound. Where

minimum here comes from the natural desire of reducing any

overhead. In order to fulfill this objective, the basic idea is

that the AP broadcasts pilot signals, while it controls the RIS

to change its configurations. In this way, the UEs can obtain

input data to learn the model. Note that there is a clear order

in this part of the protocol, where the AP performs its actions

first followed by the UEs. Moreover, observe that the channel

oracle is performed simultaneously by all the  UEs present

in the environment with each of them learning its own model.

We now introduce the basic notation related to the channel

oracle module. The distributed sampling approach is coordi-

nated by the AP and sensed by the UEs. The sampling points

are specified by the channel oracle codebook co ⌘⇥co,

enumerated by Nco and |Nco| = #co being the number of

channel oracle configurations (samples). We assume that each

configuration in co is loaded for one slot into the RIS; con-

sequently, the channel oracle takes ) co = #co( ! co) symb + ) sw)

seconds with ! co being the pilot sequence length in a so-called

channel oracle slot, which can be adjusted to combat noise.

After sampling the reflected angular space over the DL di-

rection, each UE has collected the pairs (ẐDL

:
[=] , \ DL

A [=] )=2Nco

employed to learn 5̂: . Fig. 3 illustrates the sampling of the

DL channel gain of two UEs located at different positions.

The output of the channel oracle module at each device can

be obtained by interpolating the sampled points, where the

knowledge of the channel oracle codebook is shared with the

UEs during the network setup.
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UE 1: \ 1 = 60◦ selected access slot

Fig. 3: Illustration on how the channel oracle and access modules interact
for two UEs located in different angular directions. During the channel
oracle module, the RIS sweeps through the channel oracle codebook co

sampling uniformly the channel in the reflected angular space, with # co = 8
configurations (◦ oracle samples). Each UE tries to learn a function 5̂: that
predicts the channel gain given the sampled points as information (blue and
red solid lines). During the access module, the UEs select the most suited
access slots from ac based on 5̂: (⌃ selected access slot); naturally, the
UEs wish to choose access slots that are in proximity of the peak of 5̂: to
increase the SNR and the chance of successful transmission. Here, 30 = 5
m, \ 0 = 45◦ and 3: = 5 m, : = {0, 1} .

B. Access

The access module defines the behavior of the AP and UEs

when the latter attempt transmission. We assume that the AP
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why is oracle possible

8
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Fig. 4: Evaluation of the two approximations of the maximum spatial
frequency max of 0: (\ DL

A ) and ZDL

:
(\ DL

A ) as a function of the UE’s
angle \ : with 0 = 0.5 and different values of n.

the maximum spatial frequency of the signal. First, by the

Parseval’s relation [25] and the above results, we have that

%0:
=

1’

8=−1

|2: (8) |2 " 2
G. (19)

Let 0 n 1 be an efficiency parameter that parameterizes

the notion of conservation efficiency of theaverage power %0:
,

i.e., it measures thepercentage of the error wewill commit due

to the approximation. Then, the smallest symmetric interval

of the coefficients of the series that ensures a desired power

efficiency n is given by:

find n
: 2 Z+ s.t.

n
:’

8=− n
:

|2: (8) |2 ≥ (1− n)%0:
, (20)

where the existence of a solution is ensured by the fact that the

infinite sum of coefficients is bounded in (19), 9 n
:

2 Z+, 8: .

Thus, the maximum spatial frequency max can be approxi-

mated as:
˜ n
max = n

: · 0, (21)

where max ≥ ˜ n
max with equality when n −! 0. In practice, 0

is fixed, while n
:

depends on the UE’s position through \ : .

Hence, note that different from Approximation 1, Approxima-

tion 2 depends on n and the position of the UE.

Evaluating Approximations. The two approximation meth-

ods proposed are evaluated in Fig. 4 as a function of the

UE’s angles and a spatial fundamental frequency of 0 = 0.5.

For Approximation 1, the approximated maximum (spatial)

frequency evaluates as ˜
max = " G 0 = 50, 8: . While for

Approximation 2, we evaluated different values of n as 10−1,

10−2, and 10−3. Thefigure shows that the maximum frequency

is highly dependent on the position of the UEs. This is

undesired from the standpoint of the AP and the codebook

design since it is unaware of the UEs positions in advance.

For this reason, we evaluate the following statistics of ˜ n
max

over \ : that aregoing to berelevant in the sequel. Themedians

w.r.t. \ : are: 3.0, 5.0, and 14.5 for n equals to 10−1, 10−2, and

10−3. On the other hand, the maximums w.r.t. the angle \ : are:

6.5, 45.0, and 186.0. In general, we note that Approximation

2 is a more accurate method and that the smaller the n, the

better the characterization of the maximum frequency. This

consequently means that the signal will be better discretized

according to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [25], allowing a

better reconstruction of the signal of interest at the UE’s side.

Approximating # co. We now approximate (14) based on

the the approximation of max. Based on Approximation 2

in (21), the samp that allows perfect reconstruction of the

signal is [25]:

samp ≥ 2 max =) ˜ n
samp ' 2 ˜ n

max, and (22)

˜ n
max = n

: 0 = n
:

3G

_
=

n
:

_" G
⇡ G, (23)

where ' denotes an approximation of the inequality. Theabove

relationship shows that the approximated spatial sampling

frequency ˜ n
samp 2 R+ is directly proportional to the horizontal

size of the RIS, ⇡ G, and depends on both the conservation

efficiency, n, and theUE’s position, \ : . Moreover, it is impor-

tant to note that we will always perform some undersampling

because of max > ˜ n
max since n cannot be made infinitely

small. Similar conclusions can be obtained when considering

Approximation 1 in (17). From (22), weobtain an approximate

lower bound on the number of configurations (samples) as:

# co ≥
⌃

c
2
˜ n
samp

⌥
=
⌃
c ˜ n

max

⌥
. The remaining problem with

using this approximated result to design the codebook is the

dependence of the choice of # co on theUEs’ positions, which

are unknown to the AP. Thus, we consider three different

statistical criteria to get feasible choices of # co that are

independent of the UEs’ position and would heuristically and

statistically ensure good, but different, reconstruction perfor-

mances: Median: choose # co = dcmed: { ˜ n
max, :

}e, meaning

that half of the UEs will statistically have their approximated

lower respected; Maximum: choose # co = dcmax: { ˜ n
max, :

}e,

meaning that all the UEs will have their approximated lower

bound respected, but at the price of increased duration of

the training phase due to oversampling for most of the UEs;

Taylor-approximation: choose # co according to (17), resulting

in some oversampling.

Remark 1. Following the results fromFig. 4 by assuming 0 =

0.5, we have # co = 16 (median) and # co = 142 (maximum) for

n = 10−2; # co = 46 (median) and # co = 585 (maximum) for

n = 10−3; and # co = 150 configurations for Approximation 1.

B. Pilot Signals

For UEs to get input data, the AP transmits pilot signals

toward the UEs, while controlling the RIS to sweep through

the configuration codebook designed according to (15). For

= 2 Nco and : 2 K , the DL pilot signal w: [=] 2 C! co

received by the : -th UE is: w: [=] =
p

d0ZDL

:
[=]υco + ⌘: [=] ,

where d0 is the AP transmit power, υco 2 C! co denotes

the pilot symbol with zero mean and E{ kυcok2
2} = ! co, and

⌘: [=] 2 C! co ⇠ NC(0, f 2I ! co
) is the receiver noise with

variance f 2. We assume that noise is i.i.d. over =. The final

goal of the : -th UE is to reconstruct the analog signal ZDL

:
(\ DL

A )

in (10) from the collection of samples {w: [=] }=2Nco
. Before

doing so, the : -th UE combats the receiver noise by estimating

the sampled complex amplitudes ZDL

:
[=] from w: [=] , whose

process is summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the

estimation of ZDL

:
[=] from w: [=] is XDL

tol
≥ 1

SNRDL
0 ! co

, where

SNRDL
0 =

d0

f 2 is the DL transmit SNR and XDL

tol
is a chosen
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numerical illustration

13

distributed according to the PDFs in (35) with a maximum

distance of 20 meters. With the transmit and noise power from

Table I, the DL received SNR ranges from approximately -108

to 36 dB, while -118 to 26 dB is the range for the UL received

SNR. Themedian and average values for the UL received SNR

are approximately 1.50 and 2.10 dB. Based on such values,

we choose the threshold decoding SNR as 3 dB.8 Finally, to

model the unpredictability of active UEs, we consider that  0

is Poisson distributed with parameter ^ being the channel load.

Setting Parameters. For the proposed protocol, we need to

set up the following parameters: number of channel oracle

configurations (samples) # co, pilots length ! co, and access

period # ac. The selection of the first two parameters is studied

and done in Section VII-A. For # ac, we assume that the AP

knows the channel load by using some estimation over time

and set # ac = ^. Moreover, spline interpolation is used by

the UEs to obtain 5̂: . For simplicity, we evaluate a very static

scenario such that the throughput in (9) is equal to the goodput

in (9) being U ⇡ 0.

Baseline. As a baseline, we consider the legacy S-ALOHA,

which does not benefit from the RIS. Each UE selects a

slot uniformly at random without replacement from # ac = ^.

Consequently, the channel oracle module is ignored and the

throughput equals the goodput (see eq. (9)).

A. Channel Oracle

In this part, we study and select # co and ! co. We start by

evaluating how good is the procedure developed in Section IV

to obtain 5̂: . Fig. 5 shows the normalized expected SE of the

model as specified in Corollary 2 when considering different

estimation tolerances XDL

tol
defined in Corollary 1. The figure

evaluates the design of the configuration codebook carried out

in Sect. IV-A by vertically drawing some of the approximated

lower bounds obtained in Remark 1. As expected from the

result of Corollary 2, we verify that the reconstruction error is

dominated by noise and estimation effects parameterized by

XDL

tol
. For the most conservative bound of # co = 16 (median w/

n = 10−2), the expected SE isconsiderably high on the order of

10−1, showing that this bound fairly undersamples the function

we are interested in reconstructing. On the other hand, both

# co = 142 (maximum w/ n = 10−2) and # co = 150 (Taylor-

approximation) oversample the function since they ensure the

same quality that # co = 46 (median w/ n = 10−3) does. Thus,

we set # co according to the approximated bound of # co = 46

configurations because it provides a good compromise between

the overhead ) co and the reconstruction error. For the choice

of ! co, we have observed through simulations that an error

tolerance XDL

tol
= 10−3 implies a good SE, according to Corol-

lary 2. Thus, we set ! co = 1 according to (25).

B. Throughput and Impact of RIS Hardware

Fig. 6a evaluates the expected overall throughput TP given

in (9) for the proposed RIS-assisted protocol considering

8The main objective of the numerical results shown here is to evaluate the
gains obtained with the proposed protocol in the worst possible conditions
in terms of the DLC frame design. If the protocol surpasses the baseline
performance under these conditions, we expect that by further optimizing
other parameters, the protocol will have even greater gains.
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Fig. 6: Expected overall throughput, TP, in (9) when assuming that # ac = ^
and # ac always respects the bound in (32).

the three different access policies with no switching time,

) sw = 0. Disregarding access policy, our proposed random

access protocol always outperforms the baseline. On average,

our best results are obtained by the ' -GSCAP access policy

that provides a throughput 66.18% higher than the baseline.

In Fig. 6b, we evaluate how the throughput is impacted by

the control commands and the hardware operation at the RIS.

One can note that if the switching time is the same duration

as the symbol time, the protocol loses its practicality due to a

large overhead from sweeping over the access configurations.

Thus, from a protocol point of view, we would like to have

fast-switching RISs and a fast CC between AP and RIS. This

CC and hardware dependencies comprise one of the major

disadvantages of the proposed protocol. One way to reduce

the impact of the switching time could be to reduce the size of

the access codebook at the cost of more collisions on average.

C. Frame Acknowledgments

Fig. 7 shows the average probability of ACK when using

random configurations, precoding-based, and scheduled-based

RIS-assisted frame ACK strategies. The latter two were pro-

posed in Section VI-B, where the first is a baseline scheme

in which a random configuration is loaded at the RIS when

the AP is going to ACK the packet of a UE. One can see that

the proposed strategies perform better than the baseline ACK

scheme, showing that it is advantageous to exploit information

obtained during the access to communicate back with the UEs.
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© 2023 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
Authorized licensed use limited to: Aalborg Universitetsbibliotek. Downloaded on November 06,2023 at 15:27:19 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 



▪ 6G and basics of Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RIS)

▪ models for RIS access protocols

▪ random access protocol for RIS

▪ beyond the current RIS concept
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outline
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possibilities with new electromagnetic materials 
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Figure 3. Metasurface functionalities for enhanced wireless communications. (a) 
Constructive signal interference through multiple paths tailoring the metasurface reflection. (b) In-
band full duplex communications: a signal from N1 is transmitted through the metasurface towards 
N2, but at the same time and on the same frequency channel N2 can transmit to N3, and N3 back 
to N1. (c) Two-way multi-user communications in the case of a base station and two devices N1 
and N2. (d) Nonlinear metasurfaces blocking signals with power larger than a threshold value. (e) 
Doppler cloak using time-modulated metasurfaces. (f) Nonlinear metasurface transforming the 
frequency content and spectral bandwidth of an impinging signal. 
 

4.1. Redefining the propagation space 
A first relevant operation of metasurfaces to enhance wireless communications is 
sketched in Fig. 3(a). If we assume that the connection between two users relies on a 
direct path and a secondary path mediated through the surface reflection, the enhanced 
control on the reflected wave enabled by metasurfaces ensures optimal interference 
management for the relevant frequencies of interest. The degree to which the impinging 
signals can be controlled at all frequencies and for all users will depend on the available 
degrees of freedom enabled by the metasurface, i.e., the number of independently 
controllable unit cell elements, and their frequency dispersion. Compared to conventional 
RIS, metasurfaces offer largely enhanced opportunities in this context, highlighting a first 
important advantage of metasurfaces for wireless communications. In addition, the fast 
reconfigurability of our metasurface platform enables fast tracking of rapidly changing 
environments, optimizing in real-time the interference management among multiple 
users. 
 
Fast temporal variations also enable reciprocity breaking, which offers additional 
opportunities for wireless communications. For instance, Fig. 3(b) shows three nodes N1, 
N2 and N3 arbitrarily positioned around the metasurface. Each node has a full duplex 
transceiver [57], such that it can simultaneously send and receive at the same frequency 
channel. Additionally, each node uses directional antennas and communicates through 
beams. Consider a specific traffic pattern in which, simultaneously, N1→N3 (N1 sends to 

N3), N3→N2 and N2→N1 at the same time and on the same frequency channel. Clearly this 

RIS

Ra’di, Younes, Nikita Nefedkin, Petar Popovski, and Andrea Alù. "Metasurfaces for next-generation 

wireless communication systems." National Science Review (2023)
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frequency mixer

Edwin Howard Armstrong

what if the mixer is part of 

the radio environment?
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a primer on nonlinear wireless environment

J. Yuan, E. de Carvalho, R. Williams, E. Björnson, and P. Popovski, , "Frequency-Mixing Intelligent 

Reflecting Surfaces for Nonlinear Wireless Propagation," in IEEE Wireless Communications Letters, 

accepted, 2021.

▪ each RIS changes the reflection coefficients sinusoidally, 

according to some frequency
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Sensing

Collection of closely spaced tiny antenna elements over a large surface

Provides a high resolution image of the propagation environment
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Sensing

Collection of closely spaced tiny antenna elements over a large surface

Provides a high resolution image of the propagation environment
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proposed FS-RIS scenario

• RIS is changing the freq (beam width)

• standalone mmWave network 
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FS-RIS assisted mmWave Cellular Links

coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP)

• multiple BSs with different freqs.

• fm mmWave and fs sub-6 GHz 

rs

Macrocell

rm

Microcell

fm

Fiber

fs

Micro-BS

(one sector of 

the microcell)

FS-RIS

(picocell)
dbf

rs
rm

fm f𝑠



Beam refinement:

• A higher carrier frequency is used to 
refine the position of the UE

• The beam report can be sent back to 
the BS via previous established link 
(delay reduction). 

• Provide higher data-rate links

• Provide extremely accurate localization
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FS-RIS Beam Management Procedure

Coarse beam search:

• Lower frequencies are used to 
rapidly seek the UE.

• The wide beams can be used for 
tracking fast targets (drones).

Micro-BS

FS-RIS

UE

fm

fs

SSB

SSB

SSB

Report

Micro-BS

FS-RIS

UE

fm

fm

fs

Report

SSB

SSB
SSB



▪ conventional approach requires 
coding channel information in time 
using orthogonal pilots

▪ utilizing frequency shifting, multiple 
channels estimated simultaneously.

▪ coding can be built on top 
to increase accuracy over time

▪ channels either independent RISs as 
illustrated, or paths through sub-
arrays of one larger RIS.
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single OFDM frame RIS channel estimation

42

ur is the frequency shift induced by the r'th

RIS expressed in number of subcarriers.

T-1 is the subcarrier spacing



▪ estimation of line-of-sight and 
4 RIS channels

▪ metric is the sum of MSE of 
the channels individually normalized 
by the respective channel powers.

▪ estimation error relative to 
channel power.

▪ conventional approach (Linear RIS)
requires coding over 5 OFDM 
symbols

▪ shifting approach obtains good 
estimate after a single symbol.

▪ performance can be further 
improved by coding over time.
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single OFDM frame RIS channel estimation
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▪ reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) is a step towards 
controlling the propagation environment

▪ we have presented the basic models for
access protocols tailored to RIS

▪ a specific random access protocol that uses the oracle principle

▪ materials with new electromagnetic properties significantly expand 
the possibilities for controlling the propagation environment
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conclusion and outlook
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